Available Family Histories

- Adams Family History: Descendants of David Adams and his wife Matilda Kitchell
  Compiled by Jacquelyn Gee Glavinick 1989
  Archives 929.2, Ada

- A Genealogy of Askew-Fell-Wilson Quakers
  A monograph by Stephen Askew Wilson
  Chicago, Illinois
  Archives 929.2, Ask

- The Albrechts 1836-1952
  Archives 929.2, Alb

- The Autobiography of Flavel Bascom
  Archives B, Bas

- Stephen Bryant of Plymouth Colony in 1632 and some of his descendants
  J. A. Boutelle 1870
  Archives 929.2, Bry

- Our Family Tree: Cass Family
  Archives 929.2, Cas

- Chatters-Hallack Family History and Genealogy
  Roy M. Chatters, Ph.D.
  Ford A. Chatters
  Archives 929.2, Cha

- One Man’s Family: A History of the Clarks From 1866 to 1956
  By Roger A. Clark with the Assistance of Other Members of the Family
  Archives 929.2, Cla

- From Horse and Buggy to Space Age: Clark-Dunbar Family History 1716-1969
  By Doris Dunbar Roth
  Archives 929.2, Cla

- Index of the Rolls of Honor (Ancestor’s Index) in the Lineage Books of the N.S.D.A.R.
  Archives 929.2, N21

- James and Daniel Cole and Stephen Hopkins
  Archives 929.2, Col

- Colver Family 1635-1985: Ancestors and Descendants of Jacob Colver Lehigh County, Pennsylvania
  Archives 929.2, Col

- George Fox Chalender 1827-1892 and His Descendants
  Railroad Pioneer, Executive, Inventor in the States of New Jersey, Pennsylvania, Illinois, Iowa, Michigan, New Mexico and Arizona
  Compiled by Marian Waters Challender
  222 So. 13th Avenue
  Bozeman, MT 59715
  1991
  Archives 929.2, Cha

- The Compendium of American Genealogy: First Families of America
  Archives 929.2, Com

- The Ancestry of Chauncey Lemon Dayton
  Archives 929.2, Day

- Devenney Genealogy
  Archives 929.2, Dev

- Five Yankee Families Dix and Chester Chase, Hood and Woodbury
  By James E. Dix
  Archives 929.2, Dix

- Records of The Dorland Family in America
  Dorland: Dorlon: Durland: Durling John Dorland Cremer
  Archives 929.2, Dor

- The Family of James Monroe Draper
  Ancestors-Descendants
  Archives 929.2, Dra

- Meine Deutsche Wurzeln (My German Roots)
  Duntemann, Engelhardt, Eckhoff, Schaefer
  By Alta Eckhoff Blakely
  Archives 929.2, Dun

- Dutcher Family Genealogy
  Compiled by Harold L. Dutcher
  (DeDuyster-Duitcher)
  Archives 929.2, Dut

- The Eckles Family
  (Newspaper Articles ETC)
  Archives 929.2, Eck

- The Elliot Families 1762-1911
  A History and Genealogy with Biographies
  Compiled by Simon Elliot Princeton, Ill. 1911
  Archives 929.2, Ell

- Epperson Family: Miscellaneous Genealogical Material
  Archives 929.2, Epp

- Field Genealogy
  By Frederick Clifton Pierce
  Vol. 1 & 2
  Archives 929.2, Fie

- The Descendants of Heinrich Wilhelm
  By Frederick Glafka
  Archives 929.2, Gla

- Descendants of Patrick Hannon
  Archives 929.2, Han

- Huntington Genealogical Memoir 1633 to 1915
  Archives 929.2, Hun

- Genealogical Memoir of the Huntington Family 1863
  Archives 929.2, Hun

- Descendants of Svening Johansson & Johanna Larsdotter
  Archives 929.2, Joh

- Kaar Family Genealogy
Kaar Kapers 1976-1981
Archives 929.2, Kaa
- Kasbeer Family
  Archives 929.2, Kas
- Kasbeer and Thomas: Origins of Two Bureau County Families
  Part Two: Kasbeer and Hanson Ancestors
  Archives 929.2, Kas
- Kasbeer and Thomas: Origins of Two Bureau County Families
  Part Three: Research Notes
  Archives 929.2, Kas V.3
- The Krieger Family History
  By Sue May
  Archives 929.2, Kri
- Lafferty Family History: Descendants of Patrick Lafferty (born abt 1768 Ireland-died 1841 Illinois)
  Archives 929.2, Laf
- The Lathrop Genealogy
  Archives 929.2, Lat
- Lovisa Johanson Nilsson Linder 1837-1932
  Archives 929.2, Lin
- After Nis to Now 1750-2007
  The Family of Nis and Elsabe (Jessen) Andresen
  Andersen/Andersen Genealogy compiled by Pat (Andersen) Glafka
  Deborah (Glafka) Cushman
  Archives 929.2, Lip
- The History of the MacDonald Family
  By Sue May
  Archives 929.2, Mac
- Descendants and Ancestors of Nehemiah Mattson (Matson) (1755-1835): Revolutionary Patriot
  By Bruce W. Matson and Ginnie Holler Matson
  Archives 929.2, Mat
- The May Family History of George and Anna May’s Descendants
  By Sue May
  Archives 929.2, May
- Bureau County Family Reunion’s
  Compiled by Lois Osborn
  221 A Street
  Box 73
  Buda, IL 61314
  Archives 929.2, Mea
- History and Genealogy of the Mead Family
  Archives 929.2, Mea
- The Search for Adam Mohr
  A case study in German Genealogy
  By David H. Owens and Ruth A. Mohr, 1985
  Principal Names: Mohr, Harth
  Other Names: DeVoe, Hetherington, Kroncke
  Places: Bureau County & Chicago, IL; Ilgesheim, Baumholder & Sien FRG
  Archives 929.2, Moh
- The Ancestors & Descendants of Eli & Ann (Timberman) Moore
  By Roger K. Moore
  Archives 929.2, Moo
- Reeve Norton Family Records
  Compiled by Merrill Reeve Norton
  Archives 929.2, Nor
- Growing Up at Norris Farm
  By William Clarkson Norris
  Archives 929.2, Nor
- Come to Stay: The Story of Norris Farm
  By Donald R. Norris
  Archives 929.2, Nor
- The Norene-Peterson Family History
  Compiled by Sue May
  Archives 929.2, Nor
- Parker History
  Archives 929.2, Par
- Peterson Family
  Archives 929.2, Pet
- The Pratt Directory 1998 Edition
  Compiled by Jayne Pratt Lovelace
  Ancestor House
  Archives 929.2, Pra
- The Raynor Family History
  From 1800-1988
  Archives 929.2, Ray
- Forebears’ Fareing
  A Family Record of the Occupation of America
  By Otis Dunbar Richardson
  Archives 929.2, Ric
- Ancestors and Descendants of David Robinson
  Archives 929.2, Rob
- John F. Schafer Family
  By Bernard and Shirley Schafer
  Archives 929.2, Sch
- The Family of Thomas Scott and Martha Swan Scott
  A Century in America
  Archives 929.2, Sco
- Family Journey-Sledgister
  Archives 929.2, Sle
- Descendants of Edward Small and Allied Families
  Underhill
  Revised Edition 1934 Vol. 1-3
  Archives 929.2, Sma
- The Smiths and the Chamberlains
  By Clifford E. Smith
  Archives 929.2, Smi
- Thompson and Isaacson
  Archives 929.2, Tho
- The Genealogy of Thomas Taylor and Esther Thurston Taylor
  Descendants of John Thurston
  Archives 929.2, Thu
- The Dellevan Wheeler Uptegrove Emma Sarah Irwin Family
Archives 929.2, Upt
- Family History: Wedding, Adams, Cork, Hubbard, Kitchel
  Bureau County, Illinois
Archives 929.2, Wed
- Our Clark, Lindsey, Matson, Mercer, and Welty Ancestors
  By Ronald D. Stetzel
Archives 929.2, Wel
- Joseph Wonders 1844-1886
  Ancestors-England, Descendants-U.S.A.
Archives 929.2, Won
- The Ancestors and Descendants of Belva Hawks and Cornelius Yarger
  Compiled by Judith Yarger Hull 1996
  3170 Willowridge Rd.
  Marion, Iowa 52302
Archives 929.2, Yar
- Young Family Genealogy
Archives 929.2, You
- The Zearings
  A Pioneer Illinois Family, With an Account of the Life of James Roberts Zearing, M.D.
  By Luelja Zearing Gross
Archives 929.2, Zea
- The Descendants of Heinrich Zehrung of Lebanon County, Pennsylvania
Archives 929.2, Zeh
- Edwards & Heath Families
  Genealogy and Correspondence
Archives 929.4, Edw
- Puttcamp Family: Miscellaneous Genealogical Materials
Archives 929.4, Put